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ABSTRACT 
Allen Serkin 
Regulatory Barriers to Smart Growth:  
The Impact of Local Government  
Development Controls on Urban Form 
 
Under the direction of Dr. Yan Song 
 
 
New Urbanism is an urban design movement that is a reaction to urban sprawl and is 
often used as a physical model that represents the principles as Smart Growth.  New Urbanist 
development, also called Traditional Neighborhood Developments (TND), attempts to 
combat urban sprawl through neotraditional urban design elements such as higher density, 
mixed land uses, and interconnected street networks.  It is generally agreed among New 
Urbanists, however, that the land use regulations of local governments are not supportive of 
New Urbanism (Barnett, 2004; Russell, 2004; Steuteville & Langdon, 2003).  
This study assesses the impact of local land use regulations on Smart Growth efforts, by 
comparing the urban form of TNDs in five different jurisdictions in the Washington, DC 
metropolitan area.  Urban form measures of density, land use mix, and street connectivity are 
calculated to quantify the variation in urban form among the projects.  Then the land 
development controls of the jurisdictions are evaluated.  Finally, variations in the 
jurisdictions’ land development controls are used to help explain the variations in the urban 
form measures. 
This study shows that regulations targeting street connectivity demonstrate a more 
apparent barrier to Smart Growth urban forms than those targeting density and land use mix.  
The permanent nature of transportation networks, the (typically) equal application of street 
design guidelines across a jurisdiction, and its apparent impact of urban form suggest that 
connectivity should be a primary issue for achievement of Smart Growth goals. 
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1.  Introduction 
According to the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Smart Growth, there 
are 10 principles of Smart Growth (see Table 1).  The success or failure of a community in 
achieving many of these principles is manifested in the physical form of the land 
development projects within their jurisdictions.  The principles of Smart Growth closely 
resemble those of New Urbanism (see Table 1), an urban design movement that is a reaction 
to urban sprawl and is often used as a physical model that represents the principles as Smart 
Growth.  New Urbanist developments, also called Traditional Neighborhood Developments 
(TNDs), attempt to combat urban sprawl through neotraditional urban design elements such 
as higher density, mixed land uses and housing types, and interconnected street networks.  
However, it is generally agreed among New Urbanists, that the development codes of local 
governments are not supportive of New Urbanism (Barnett, 2004; Russell, 2004; Steuteville 
 
Table 1 - Principles of Smart Growth and New Urbanism 
Principles of Smart Growth 
1. Mix Land Uses 
2. Take Advantage of Compact Building Design 
3. Create a Range of Housing Opportunities and 
Choices 
4. Create Walkable Neighborhoods 
5. Foster Distinctive, Attractive Communities with a 
Strong Sense of Place 
6. Preserve Open Space, Farmland, Natural Beauty, and 
Critical Environmental Areas 
7. Strengthen and Direct Development Towards 
Existing Communities 
8. Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices 
9. Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair, and 
Cost Effective 
10. Encourage Community and Stakeholder 
Collaboration in Development Decisions 
Principles of New Urbanism 
1. Walkability 
2. Connectivity 
3. Mixed-Use & Diversity 
4. Mixed Housing 
5. Quality Architecture & Urban Design 
6. Traditional Neighborhood Structure 
7. Increased Density 
8. Smart Transportation 
9. Sustainability 
10. Quality of Life 
 
Source: EPA Office of Smart Growth 
http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/about_sg.htm 
Source: Newurbanism.org 
http://www.newurbanism.org 
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& Langdon, 2003).  
This study assesses the impact of local land use regulations on Smart Growth efforts, by 
comparing the urban form of five TNDs in different Washington, DC metropolitan area 
jurisdictions.  New Urbanism is used here as a proxy for Smart Growth, as the principles of 
each are generally in conformance, particularly with regard to urban form.  Urban form 
measures are calculated to quantify the variation in urban form among TNDs.  Then land 
development controls of the jurisdictions are evaluated.  Finally, variations in the 
jurisdictional land development controls are used to help explain the variations in the urban 
form measures and to determine the impact of local land use regulations on Smart Growth 
efforts in those jurisdictions. 
The findings are inconclusive with regard to density and land use mix regulations.  There 
is no clear relationship between the observed densities of the TNDs in the study and the 
degree of flexibility found in the regulations that govern them.  Likewise, there appears to be 
little relationship between the observed land use mixes of the study sites and the degree of 
flexibility found in the regulations of their jurisdictions.  On the other hand, there appears to 
be a more tangible relationship between a jurisdiction’s regulation of street connectivity and 
the observed interconnectedness of the site’s road network. 
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2.  Selection of Study Sites 
A search for New Urbanist developments in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States 
resulted in the identification of several clusters of TNDs in the metropolitan areas of cities 
such as Washington, DC, Baltimore, MD, and Charlotte, NC.  The variety of state and local 
jurisdictions in the Washington region make it a prime target for this analysis.  After a 
number of criteria were applied, five TNDs in the Washington, DC metropolitan region were 
selected for inclusion in the study. 
2.1 Site Selection Process 
For the purposes of this research, the Washington, DC metropolitan region is defined as 
Montgomery, Prince George’s, Howard, Charles, and Frederick counties in Maryland; 
Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun, and Prince William counties and the cities of Alexandria, 
Fairfax, Falls Church, Manassas, and Manassas Park in Virginia; and the District of 
Columbia (see Figure 1 and Table 2).  The study area is not the same as the US Census 
Bureau-defined Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA), which includes five counties in Maryland, nine counties and six 
cities and counties in Virginia1, and one county in West Virginia (see Figure 1 and Table 2).  
Mapping of New Urbanist developments (NUDs) for other research indicated that projects 
exist in a natural cluster in the Washington, DC region.  The cluster is located within the 
selected study area.  The study area is smaller than the Census-defined MSA larger but than 
the cluster to allow for the inclusion of additional NUDs that were not identified initially. 
                                                          
1 Cities in Virginia are independent from counties (Wikipedia, 2005). The US Census treats Virginia cities as if 
they are county units, and they will be treated as such here as well. 
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Focus on a single metropolitan area eliminates the need to control for regional variation 
in economic climate and social preferences.  The Washington metropolitan study area 
features a large concentration of neotraditional developments within close proximity.  The 
region also encompasses multiple jurisdictions at a variety of levels of government, including 
multiple cities and counties in Virginia and Maryland and the District of Columbia.  The 
states of Virginia and Maryland also provide a range of political climates.  Maryland is 
generally considered to be more tolerant of land use controls and more supportive of Smart 
Growth efforts.  Virginia is generally considered to be less tolerant of land use controls and 
less supportive of Smart Growth efforts.   
Figure 1 – Map of Washington, DC Metropolitan Area 
Frederick
Charles
Loudoun
Fairfax
Montgomery
Prince George's
Howard
Prince William
Arlington
Alexandria
DC
Legend
Study Area
County Boundary
State Boundary ´0 10 20 30 405 Miles
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Potential projects to be included in the study were selected from a variety of sources.  The 
New Urban News publishes an annual list of neotraditional developments on a neighborhood 
scale that is generally considered to the most comprehensive (Berke et al., Forthcoming; New 
Urban News, 2003).  They perform a national survey and employ criteria for inclusion on the 
list.  The Congress for the New Urbanism and the TND Town Paper maintain web-based 
TND project databases that rely on self-nomination and employ no selection criteria2,3.  
                                                          
2 see http://cnu.org/about/index.cfm 
3 see http://www.tndtownpaper.com/neighborhoods.htm 
Table 2 – Washington, DC Metropolitan Area 
 
State In Study Area In Census MSA 
   
District of Columbia Washington, DC Washington, DC 
   
Maryland Charles County Calvert County 
 Frederick County Charles County 
 Howard County Frederick County 
 Prince George’s County Prince George’s County 
 Montgomery County Montgomery County 
   
Virginia Arlington County Arlington County 
 Fairfax County Clarke County 
 Loudoun County Fairfax County 
 Prince William County Fauquier County 
 City of Alexandria Loudoun County 
 City of Fairfax Prince William County 
 City of Falls Church Spotsylvania County 
 City of Manassas Stafford County 
 City of Manassas Park Warren County 
  City of Alexandria 
  City of Fairfax 
  City of Falls Church 
  City of Fredericksburg 
  City of Manassas 
  City of Manassas Park 
   
West Virginia  Jefferson County 
 
Source: Census MSA from US Office of Management and Budget (2005) 
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Berke et al. performed a detailed search for NUDs in five states that include Maryland and 
Virginia (2003).  Developments identified through the above sources were supplemented 
with developments found through Internet research.  The population of neotraditional 
projects in the Washington, DC metropolitan area determined by this process resulted in the 
list in Table 3. 
Neotraditional development projects in the Washington, DC metropolitan region were 
selected from the population based on a variety of criteria.  Projects must contain a 
residential component.  Projects must be significantly completed to enable accurate 
computation of Smart Growth indicators.  Projects must be located in jurisdictions that 
collect enough GIS data to provide a means for indicator computation.  Projects must be 
private ventures, eliminating developments whose goal is affordable housing provision rather 
 
Table 3 – Neotraditional Developments in the Washington, DC Metro Area 
 
District of Columbia 
Capitol Gateway, Washington Parkside, Washington 
Columbia Heights, Washington Townhomes on Capitol Hill, Washington 
The Corner at Eastern Market, Washington Walter E. Washington Estates, Washington 
Henson Ridge, Washington Wheeler Creek, Washington 
  
Maryland 
Bethesda Row, Bethesda King Farm, Rockville 
Clarksburg Town Center, Clarksburg Lakelands, Gaithersburg 
Downtown Silver Spring, Silver Spring Maple Lawn, Fulton 
Fallsgrove Village Center, Rockville Parklands, Gaithersburg 
Grosvenor Village, Bethesda Rockville Town Square, Rockville 
Kentlands, Gaithersburg Twinbrook Community, Rockville 
  
Virginia 
Avalon at Arlington Square, Arlington Evans Farm, McLean 
Belmont Bay, Woodbridge Lorton Town Center, Lorton 
Belmont Greene, Ashburn Newfair, Fairfax Co. 
Boulder, Boulder Pentagon Row, Arlington 
Cameron Station, Alexandria Prince William County Center, Woodbridge 
Carlyle, Arlington Reston Town Center, Reston 
Clarendon Center, Arlington Shirlington Village, Arlington 
Columbia Pike, Arlington Southbridge at Cherry Hill, Prince William Co. 
Eisenhower East, Alexandria 
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than a compact, mixed-use urban form.  Projects must have a site plan available on the web 
to facilitate the delineation of a development boundary.  Projects must exhibit a minimum of 
15 acres.  The criteria significantly reduced the number of sites available for analysis.  
The projects in the District of Columbia are primarily single-purpose projects that aim to 
provide affordable housing to low- and moderate-income households and for whom 
achievement of other Smart Growth goals are secondary.  Many of the projects in Table 3 are 
area redevelopment plans – not actual developments – that are in various stages of 
implementation, have indefinite boundaries, and/or propose no clear changes to the existing 
urban form.  Many projects could not be analyzed because they are either not sufficiently 
completed or the GIS data provided by their jurisdictions are outdated, essentially rendering 
them too incomplete for analysis purposes.  Other projects exist in jurisdictions that do not 
collect all the necessary GIS data to perform the analysis.  A few projects do not meet the 
acreage requirement or contain no residential component.  Finally, site plans of sufficient 
detail to perform the analysis were not available for several projects.  As a result, only six 
developments out of the original list of thirty-six were available for analysis.  Additionally, 
Lakelands is essentially a sister development to Kentlands and is located in the same 
jurisdiction4.  It too was excluded from the study.  The remaining five sites were included in 
the study. The findings for each development and the rationale for inclusion or exclusion in 
the study can be found in Appendix 1. 
2.2 Description of Selected Sites 
The sites selected for analysis in this study are listed in Table 4.  They represent five 
different jurisdictions – two cities in Maryland and two counties and a city in Virginia.  
                                                          
4 see http://kentlandsusa.com/history.php  
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Three are suburban greenfield sites and two are urban infill sites.   They vary in size from 26 
acres to 437 acres and from 207 to 3271 residential units.  They are all within approximately 
35 miles and 45 minutes of the center of Washington, DC.    
2.2.1 Avalon at Arlington Square  
The smallest project in the study, Avalon at Arlington Square, is also the closest to the 
District of Columbia, located approximately 5.5 miles southwest of Washington in southern 
Arlington, Virginia.  The development includes 842 residential rental units (townhouses, 
apartments, and live/work), a swimming pool, a central village green, and a 13,000 square-
foot Village Center with a fitness center5.  No retail, office, or industrial uses are located 
within the development’s boundaries other than those within the live/work units6.  It is zoned 
RA6-15, Apartment Dwelling District, which permits apartments and townhouses by right at 
a maximum density of approximately 48 units per acre.  Single-family homes and 
neighborhood commercial uses are permitted by special permit or exception. 
                                                          
5 see http://www.arlingtonsquare.com   
6 Personal phone call to leasing office April 2, 2005 
Table 4 – Developments included in this study 
 
Avalon at Arlington Square, Arlington Co., VA Belmont Greene, Loudoun Co., VA 
Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA Kentlands, Gaithersburg, MD 
King Farm, Rockville, MD  
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2.2.2 Belmont Greene  
For the purposes of this study, Belmont Greene includes the DPZ-designed community of 
Belmont Forest, which was never completed7.  Belmont Greene is the new name for the 
project, which includes the unfinished portion of Belmont Forest and has its own site plan.  
The project is approximately 35 miles northwest of the District of Columbia in southeastern 
Loudoun County, Virginia.  Belmont Greene has not yet been completed, but will contain 
793 residential units on 274 acres and include 160,000 square feet of commercial and 
364,000 square feet of office space.  It is zoned PDH-3, Planned Development Housing, 
which permits single- and multi-family residences, commercial, and institutional uses by 
right subject to certain thresholds and a maximum gross residential density of three units per 
acre. 
2.2.3 Cameron Station 
An urban infill project on the site of a former US Army base, Cameron Station is a 113-
acre neotraditional development in southwestern Alexandria, Virginia.  It lies approximately 
10 miles southwest of Washington.  The development includes single-family homes, 
townhouses, condominiums, a commercial main street, an elementary school with athletic 
fields, and a community center with recreational and health facilities, including a swimming 
pool8.  It is zoned CDD#9, Coordinated Development District, which permits 5.4 single-
family units per acre by right.  Commercial and institutional uses and up to 25.9 single- and 
multi-family units per acre are permitted with site plan approval. 
                                                          
7 see http://www.dpz.com/project.aspx?type=3&Project_Number=8821&Project_Name=Belmont+Forest  
8 see http://www.cameronstation.org   
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2.2.4 Kentlands 
Kentlands is one of the earliest neotraditional developments in the country, with residents 
moving in as early as 1991.  It is located in central Montgomery County, Maryland in the city 
of Gaithersburg, approximately 27 miles northeast of Washington, DC.  Kentlands covers 
approximately 360 acres and contains approximately 1,800 residential units, including single-
family homes, townhouses, condominiums, apartments, and live/work units.  The 
development also contains approximately 1 million acres of commercial and office space, an 
elementary school, a firehouse, a post office, a clubhouse, a church, and a the city-operated 
Gaithersburg Center for the Arts9.  It is zoned MXD, Mixed Use Development using the 
TND option, which allows single- and multi-family residential, commercial, industrial, and 
institutional uses subject to certain thresholds.  Maximum densities in the district are limited 
only by open space and parking requirements. 
2.2.5 King Farm 
King Farm is a 435–acre TND in Rockville, Maryland and the largest project in the study 
with over 3,000 residential units.  It lies approximately 25 miles northeast of Washington, 
DC in central Montgomery County.  It contains single-family residences, townhomes, 
condominiums, apartments, a Village Center with 47 apartments above 120,000 square feet 
of retail, several million square feet of office space, a community center, two city parks, and 
a proposed middle school park site.  The project is adjacent to the Shady Grove transit station 
on the Washington Metro.10  It is zoned O-3/CPD, Comprehensive Planned Development, 
which permits single- and multi-family residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional 
                                                          
9 see http://kentlandsusa.com/history.php  
10 See http://www.kingfarm.com and http://www.kingfarm.org  
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uses subject to an approved concept plan.  Maximum net residential densities are 44 units per 
acre, except that 75 units per acre are permitted within commercial/industrial areas. 
 
Figure 2 – Map of Study Sites 
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3.  Review of Urban Form Measures 
Several notable studies have attempted to define and quantify urban form.  These studies 
were used to as a basis for the methodology developed here to assess the regulatory barriers 
to Smart Growth urban forms.  First, the studies are summarized. Then the urban form 
measures selected for this study are presented and discussed. 
3.1 Previous Efforts to Quantify Urban Form 
A review of the literature indicates that previous attempts to quantify urban form have 
been attempted, most often in the effort to measure urban sprawl.  Ewing et al. (2002) define 
urban sprawl as a development pattern in which land consumption greatly outpaces 
population growth and can be identified by four dimensions: “low-density development; rigid 
separation of land uses; a poorly connected road network; and a lack of well-defined, thriving 
activity centers” (p. 3).  Galster et al. (2001) defined sprawl as a land use pattern that exhibits 
low levels of eight dimensions: “density, continuity, concentration, clustering, centrality, 
nuclearity, mixed uses, and proximity” (p. 685).  
Urban Sprawl is generally considered to take place on a metropolitan scale.  Ewing et al. 
(Ewing et al.) calculated a sprawl index for the largest Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) 
in the United States.  Galster et al. (2001) measured sprawl for 13 Urbanized Areas (UAs).  
While the literature suggests that sprawl is a metropolitan phenomenon, it is also an urban 
pattern that results from the aggregation of individual development projects at the local scale.  
If the pattern of sprawl is to be addressed at a metropolitan scale, the factors affecting 
individual development decisions must be addressed at a local scale.   
Song and Knapp (2003; 2004) utilized local government GIS data to calculate parcel-
based urban form measurements at the neighborhood scale. They analyze street design, 
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density, land use mix, and accessibility.  At this scale they are able to capture intra-
metropolitan development trends.  By utilizing local data rather than US Census data, as 
Galster et al. (2001) and Ewing et al. (2002) do, they are able to perform more detailed 
analysis.  Local parcel-based data provides additional information at a finer scale and is more 
actively maintained than Census data.  This study will build upon the work of Song and 
Knapp, calculating many of the same parcel-based measures at the scale of the individual 
development project. 
3.2 A Theory for Measuring Smart Growth Urban Form 
Smart Growth is generally considered to be the solution to urban sprawl, and therefore 
can be expected to exhibit the opposite characteristics as sprawl.  Thus, where sprawl would 
be characterized by Ewing as low-density, poorly-defined development with a rigid 
separation of land uses and a poorly connected road network, Smart Growth could be 
characterized as high-density, well-defined development with integrated land uses and a 
well-connected road network.  However, neither urban sprawl nor Smart Growth represents a 
definite development pattern.  Rather, urban development patterns can be characterized along 
a continuum from urban sprawl to Smart Growth (see Figure 3).  The two urban forms are 
relative to one another and must be considered in context.   
 
Figure 3 – The Urban Form Continuum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Urban 
Sprawl
Smart Growth/ 
New Urbanism 
Low-density 
Poorly-defined 
Separation of uses 
Poorly connected 
road network 
High-density 
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Connected road 
network 
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In order to compare the urban form of the developments selected for this study, 
quantifiable measurements of urban form must be computed.  Since the principles of New 
Urbanism are closely aligned to those of Smart Growth, particularly with regard to urban 
form, New Urbanism is used here as a proxy for the physical manifestation of Smart Growth.  
Developments that rate highly on the urban form measures presented here are likely to 
embody the principles of both Smart Growth and New Urbanism.   
It is generally more difficult for a developer to get a TND permitted than a conventional 
development.  TNDs generally command a price premium, due to a combination of their 
scarcity or their design elements.  However, the price premium is not necessarily 
compensation for the additional risk and permitting time most developers of New Urbanist 
projects face.  Due to the additional risks and difficulties, it is reasonable to assume that 
developers of TNDs see the benefits of Smart Growth and are committed to its principles.  
As a result, this study makes three assumptions: 
(1) New Urbanism is a valid proxy for Smart Growth; 
(2) Developers of TNDs are committed to Smart Growth principles; and 
(3) Local development codes are the primary obstacle to developing 
neotraditional developments. 
While all Smart Growth principles do not directly relate to the physical form of our 
communities, urban form measures can be used to analyze many of them and can be a proxy 
for others.  Mix of land uses can be measured directly.  Density can be a proxy for compact 
building design.  A range of housing choices can be included in land use mix if residential 
uses are not aggregated.  Street connectivity and land use mix can be proxies for walkable 
neighborhoods, as the presence of destinations and networks to access them are key elements 
of walkable neighborhoods.  Higher density development is more likely to preserve open 
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space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas than urban sprawl.  Higher 
density development is also more likely to provide the critical mass that is required to 
support transit and thus provide a variety of transportation choices.  In addition, compact 
development patterns are generally more cost effective for the provision of infrastructure.   
3.3 Urban Form Indictors Defined 
Three primary urban form indicators will be computed:  Density, land use mix, and street 
connectivity.  To account for the relative nature of urban form, urban infill and greenfield 
developments are often considered separately in this study.  Where possible, regional 
comparison indicators are calculated to provide context. 
3.3.1 Density 
Urban sprawl is generally considered to be characterized by a low-density development 
pattern.  Higher density development helps achieve the second Smart Growth principle to 
take advantage of compact building design (see Table 1).  Two measures of density are 
calculated here:  Gross Density and Residential Density (see Table 5).  Gross Density is 
defined here as number of residential units divided by gross development acres.  Higher 
values indicate a higher density urban form that is less characteristic of urban sprawl.  
Residential Density is defined here as number of residential units divided by gross residential 
acres.  Higher values indicate a higher density urban form that is less characteristic of urban 
sprawl.  Both Gross Density and Residential Density are two-dimensional measures that 
ignore multi-storey construction, however, data specific enough to incorporate third 
dimension measures were not available from all jurisdictions.  To enable contextual analysis, 
2000 Census data was used to calculate census tract and county densities for the respective 
developments. 
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3.3.2 Land Use Mix 
Mixing land uses is the first Smart Growth principle (see Table 1).  It also contributes to 
principles three, creating a range of housing, and four, creating walkable neighborhoods.  
Neighborhoods that have a variety of housing opportunities and choices, such as single- and 
multi-family residences, will have a higher mixing of land uses than homogeneous 
neighborhoods.  Neighborhoods that are walkable will have a variety of land use types that 
provide destinations for pedestrians.   
Land uses are standardized into five categories: Single-Family Residential (SFR), Multi-
Family Residential (MFR), Commercial, Institutional, and Open Space (see Table 6 ).  Using 
these categories, three measures of land use mix are calculated: Acreage Entropy, Unit 
Entropy, and Square Footage Entropy (see Table 7).  These measures are each a diversity 
index that calculates the mixture of land use categories by acreage, units, and square footage 
respectively.  Acreage Entropy utilizes all five categories.  Unit Entropy and Square Footage 
 
Table 5 – Density Indicators 
 
Gross Density = Residential Units
Gross Acres
 Residential Density = Residential Units
Residential Acres
 
 
 
 
Table 6 – Land Use Mix Categories 
 
Category Uses 
Single-Family Residential (SFR) Single-family detached homes 
Multi-Family Residential (MFR) Single-family attached homes, townhouses, condominiums, apartments 
Commercial (COM) Retail, office, and industrial uses 
Institutional (INST) Governmental, educational, and civic uses 
Open Space (OS) Natural and recreational uses 
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Entropy omit the Open Space category because that land use typically has no structures.  
Entropy measures range on a scale from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating the presence of only one 
category and 1 indicating equal distribution of land use categories in the respective unit of 
analysis.  Three different land use mix indicators are calculated here in attempt account for 
the varying data collection standards of the five jurisdictions.  Acreage data are either 
available across jurisdictions or can be computed.  Unit data are generally available, but often 
omit apartments, which can sometimes be imputed, but the accuracy of imputed data is not 
verifiable.  Square footage data are not available for two jurisdictions and cannot be 
estimated. 
3.3.3 Street Connectivity 
Galster et al. (2001) and Ewing et al. (2002) both conclude that sprawl is characterized by 
a poorly connected street network.  An interconnected street network helps achieve the Smart 
Growth principle of creating walkable neighborhoods by providing a variety of potential 
routes and minimizing travel distances for pedestrians.  Street interconnectivity also helps 
achieve the Smart Growth principle of a providing a variety of transportation choices by 
Table 7 – Land Use Mix Indicators 
 
Entropy Acres = – (pi) × ln(pi)
ln(5)
i=1
5∑  where pi is the proportion of each of the five land use categories SFR, MFR, COM, INST, and OS. 
Entropy Units = – (pi) × ln(pi)
ln(4)
i=1
4∑   where pi is the proportion of each of the four land use categories SFR, MFR, COM, and INST. 
Entropy Square Footage = – (pi) × ln(pi)
ln(4)
i=1
4∑  where pi is the proportion of each of the five land use categories, SFR, MFR, COM, and INST. 
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creating alternate routes for non-automobile traffic such as bicycles and by providing transit 
route alternatives for buses.  Two measures of connectivity are calculated here:  Internal 
Connectivity and External Connectivity (see Table 8).  Internal Connectivity measures the 
connectedness of the street network within the development boundaries and is defined as the 
ratio of connected street nodes to total street nodes11.   Internal Connectivity ranges from a 
scale of 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no street intersections and 1 indicates that each street 
segment connects to at least one other street segment – a condition where no cul-de-sacs are 
present.    
External Connectivity measures the connectedness of the internal street network to the 
streets outside the development footprint.  It is calculated by determining the length of 
perimeter sections between entry points, which are points where streets cross the 
development boundary.  Two measures of external connectivity are calculated: Mean 
External Connectivity and Median External Connectivity.  Mean External Connectivity is the 
average perimeter distance between entry points and Median External Connectivity is median 
                                                          
11 Street nodes are defined as road segment endpoints.  Road segment endpoints can be either connected nodes 
(intersections) or dangling nodes (road endpoints, such as cul-de-sacs). 
 
Table 8 – Street Connectivity Indicators 
 
Internal Connectivity = #  Connected Nodes
#  Total Nodes
 
where # Connected Nodes is number of street 
intersections and # Total Nodes is the number of 
total street segment endpoints. 
Mean External Connectivity = Development Perimeter
#  Points of Entry
 
where Development Perimeter is the perimeter of 
the development footprint in feet and # Points of 
Entry is the total number of road segments that 
intersect the Development Perimeter. 
Median External Connectivity = Median length of development perimeter segments between points of entry. 
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perimeter distance between entry points.  Lower measurements indicate higher external 
connectivity.  Calculating both measures helps control for significant variation in perimeter 
segment lengths. 
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4.  Results of Urban Form Measurements 
Urban form measurements were generally calculated using ESRI’s ArcGIS software.  In 
some cases, manual calculation of indicators was performed using numerical data output 
from GIS analysis.  In other cases, manual adjustment of indicators was performed to account 
for incomplete GIS data when possible and are indicated as adjusted.  Development 
footprints were created manually based on published site plans and parcel geography from 
the jurisdictions. Maps of land use mix, internal connectivity, and external connectivity for 
each development are located in Appendix 2, Appendix 3, and Appendix 4 
4.1 Density 
The data indicate that the neotraditional developments are generally able to achieve 
significantly higher densities than other development in their respective vicinities (see Table 
9 and Figure 4 ).  The data also indicate that there is very little variation among the density 
measures of the greenfield developments, Belmont Greene, Kentlands, and Kings Farm.  
Their gross densities range from 5.7 to 7.5 units/acre and their residential densities range 
from 14.6 to 16.1 units/acre.  This suggests that the zoning regulations for their respective 
 
Table 9 – Density Measurements 
 
Neotraditional Development Residential Density Gross Density Tact Density Tract Comparison County Density 
Arlington Square 9.3 8.0 6.12 131.0% 5.44 
Arlington Square (adj.) 32.6 40.2 6.12 433.0% 5.44 
Belmont Greene 14.6 6.0 0.58 1024.5% 0.19 
Cameron Station 25.9 10.1 5.44 185.5% 6.52 
Kentlands 16.1 5.7 1.86 305.2% 1.03 
Kings Farm 14.6 7.5 1.27 590.2% 1.03 
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jurisdictions are influencing these developments in similar ways. The census tracts and 
counties of the greenfield developments have very similar densities as well, ranging from 0.6 
to 1.9 units/acre and 0.2 to 1.0 units per acre respectively12.   Gross densities of the greenfield 
developments range from 305 to 1025 percent higher than those of their respective census 
tracts, indicating that developers have been able to significantly alter the urban form in those 
communities in favor of Smart Growth. 
The data are far less conclusive with regard to the infill developments.  Both Cameron 
Station and Arlington Square are located in relatively dense urban areas.  The gross densities 
of their jurisdictions are on par with those developers of the greenfield neotraditional 
                                                          
12 Kentlands and King Farm are both in Montgomery County, MD and, therefore, have the same county density 
calculations. 
 
Figure 4 – Chart of Density Measurements 
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developments in the study were able to achieve. However, Cameron Station is able to achieve 
far greater density gains in comparison to its census tract and county than is Arlington 
Square.   While regulatory constraints may play a part in this variation, further inspection 
reveals that the Arlington Square density figures are erroneous due to incomplete GIS data.  
Further research indicates that there are more than four times as many residential units in 
Arlington Square than is reported by the GIS data.  Adjusting for this error significantly 
changes the results of the density analysis.  The adjusted gross density for Avalon Square is 
three times that of Cameron Station and represents a 500-percent increase over the average 
density of Arlington County.  The development contains only multi-family rental units, 
however, and is essentially a neotraditional apartment complex with several live/work units.  
The absence of single-family dwellings makes it difficult to compare to Cameron Station.  
After the adjustment, both developments are considerably denser than their respective census 
tracts and counties, which are high-density already.  This suggests that their densities have 
not been prohibitively restricted by development regulations.   
4.2 Land Use Mix 
The land use mix measurements indicate the majority of the study developments have 
taken advantage of mixing land uses (see Table 10 and Figure 5).  Kentlands and Kings 
Farm, both in Montgomery County, Maryland, rate highest on each of the three land use mix 
measures, followed by Cameron Village.  Belmont Greene ranks fourth, on the two measures 
for which Loudoun County, Virginia provides data.  Arlington Square rates significantly 
poorer than the other four projects.  Land use mix indicators for Arlington Square were 
recalculated with manually adjusted data to account for incomplete GIS data, however, the 
adjusted results still rate Arlington Square very poorly compared to the others.   
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Of the land use categories in the study, developments were least likely to include 
institutional uses.  While Arlington Square and Belmont Greene had none, Kentlands, King 
Farm, and Cameron Village each have a school within the development footprint, accounting 
for their higher entropy measures.  Kentlands and King Farm are also the largest 
developments in the study, which increases the likelihood that they include a greater mix of 
uses.   Arlington Square does not appear to be a neotraditional development.  It is simply an 
apartment complex with 16 live/work units.  The project includes no independent 
commercial component and no single-family housing.  
Measurements by acreage tend to return the highest entropy results by including open 
space as a land use category.  Open space is an amenity that benefits the community and 
should be encouraged.  Open space that is provided in balance with other land uses ensures 
that sufficient natural and recreational resources are provided in conjunction with 
development.  All developments provide this amenity and removing it from the analysis, as 
in the unit or square footage entropy measures, reduces the evenness of the land use mix in 
every case. 
Table 10 – Land Use Mix Measurements 
Development Acres Units Built Square Feet 
Arlington Square 0.128 0.000 N/A 
Belmont Greene 0.607 0.368 N/A 
Cameron Station 0.715 0.472 0.479 
Kentlands 0.930 0.542 0.779 
Kings Farm 0.828 0.506 0.657 
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Measurements by acreage, however, ignore the three-dimensionality of development and 
the ability to mix uses within a single parcel.  Land use mix measurements by unit or floor 
area provide a better picture of the mix of uses within a project.  Unfortunately, building use 
data could not be attained for the Arlington Square or Belmont Greene jurisdictions. 
4.3 Street Connectivity 
Two measures of street connectivity were calculated.  Internal connectivity measures the 
connectedness of the development’s internal street network.  External connectivity measures 
the developments connectedness with the street network outside its boundary.  All 
developments showed high internal connectivity (see Table 11 and Figure 6).  Kings Farm 
 
Figure 5 – Chart of Land Use Mix Measurements 
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was the highest with 97 percent of its street nodes connecting to others, while Arlington 
Square was the lowest at 80 percent.  To provide context, the internal connectivity was also 
calculated for the area within one mile of each development’s boundary.  When compared to 
the area within one mile of their borders, the greenfield developments showed between 31.4 
and 48.9 percent greater internal connectivity.  The infill developments are located in areas 
with higher street connectivity than the greenfield sites.  Cameron Station still achieves a 
21.5 percent better connectivity than its buffer area.  Arlington Square has the lowest internal 
connectivity of all developments in the study and has lower connectivity than its 1-mile 
buffer area, which is the highest among the buffer areas in the study.  Arlington Square is the 
smallest development in the study and, therefore, has the least opportunity for street design.  
It also appears to exist on a pre-existing street network. 
 
 
Table 11 – Internal Street Connectivity Measurements 
Development Connectivity of Development  
Connectivity of  
1-Mile Radius  % Change 
Arlington Square 0.80  0.82  -2.9% 
Belmont Greene 0.90  0.60  48.9% 
Cameron Station 0.91  0.75  21.5% 
Kentlands 0.88  0.67  31.4% 
Kings Farm 0.97  0.73  33.3% 
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Two measures of external connectivity were calculated. Mean arc is the average distance 
along the development perimeter of segments between entry points.  Median arc is the 
median distance along the development perimeter of segments between entry points.  A 
significant difference between the two measures indicates that a development has an 
unbalanced distribution of arc segments, often because of low external connectivity along 
one or more edges of the development.  The smaller infill sites achieve greater external 
connectivity than the larger greenfield sites (see Table 12 and Figure 7).  Physical site 
characteristics restrict some projects from achieving better connectivity.  Cameron Station, 
for example, borders a railroad right of way along its longest edge and a limited access 
highway along another.  Nevertheless, the project rates well because of its high connectivity 
Figure 6 – Chart of Internal Street Connectivity Measurements 
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along its other edges.  Several developments have divided roads at their entry points that 
skew their median arc measures toward higher connectivity.  For this reason it is important to 
consider both measurements when making comparisons.   
 
Table 12 – External Street Connectivity Measurements 
Development Mean Arc Median Arc 
Arlington Square  902.0   888.0  
Belmont Greene  1,926.6  2,300.4 
Cameron Station 1,077.0  253.9  
Kentlands  1,449.1   931.0  
Kings Farm  1,691.5   1,393.1  
 
Figure 7 – Chart of External Street Connectivity Measurements 
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5.  Evaluation of Development Regulations 
The land use regulations from the study jurisdictions were evaluated according to their 
strength in addressing the Smart Growth indicators of density, land use mix, and street 
connectivity (see Table 13).  Two levels of evaluation were conducted.  First, zoning and 
subdivision ordinances were evaluated to rate the degree to which they permit Smart Growth 
urban forms in the zoning districts in which the study developments are located.  Second, 
land use and transportation policy documents, which guide legislative and quasi-judicial 
decisions in conditional permit situations, were evaluated to rate the degree to which they 
promote Smart Growth urban form principles.  Interviews with planning, zoning, and 
transportation department staff confirmed and supplemented the evaluation of published 
Table 13 – Regulatory Evaluation Criteria 
 
Indicator Criteria Points 
Density High (project) density is permitted by right 10 
  High (project) density is permitted by exception and…   
   High density is encouraged in policy document(s) 5 
   High density is not addressed in policy document(s) 0 
   High density is discouraged in policy document(s) -5 
  High (project) density is prohibited -10 
Land Use Number of uses permitted by right (R) R x 2 
Mix Number of uses permitted by exception (C) and…   
   Mix of uses is encouraged in policy document(s) C x 0.5 
   Mix of uses is not addressed in policy document(s) C x 0 
   Mix of uses discouraged in policy document(s) C x -0.5 
  Number of uses prohibited (P) P x -2 
Internal Internal Connectivity is permitted by right 5 
Connectivity Internal Connectivity is permitted by exception and…   
   Internal Connectivity is encouraged in policy document(s) 2.5 
   Internal Connectivity is not addressed in policy document(s) 0 
   Internal Connectivity is discouraged in policy document(s) -2.5 
  Internal Connectivity is prohibited -5 
External External Connectivity is permitted by right 5 
Connectivity External Connectivity is permitted by exception and…   
   External Connectivity is encouraged in policy document(s) 2.5 
   External Connectivity is not addressed in policy document(s) 0 
   External Connectivity is discouraged in policy document(s) -2.5 
  External Connectivity is prohibited -5 
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documents when findings were inconclusive.   
Regulations were scored on the three Smart Growth indicators of density, land use mix, 
and street connectivity. Each indicator represents a policy that is assumed to be equally 
important to achieve Smart Growth urban forms.  A maximum of ten points were awarded to 
each category for a total of thirty possible points.  The ten street connectivity points were 
equally divided between internal and external connectivity assessments.  The regulations 
were categorized based on whether the Smart Growth goal is permitted by right, permitted by 
exception, or prohibited in the relevant zoning district.  Regulations that permit a Smart 
Growth goal by right are supportive of Smart Growth and receive 10 points.  Regulations that 
prohibit achievement of a Smart Growth goal are deducted 10 points.  Permissions by 
exception are influenced by a variety of factors, including neighborhood sentiment, political 
pressure, and comprehensive planning.  Therefore, the permission by exception category was 
classified further based on the degree to which policy documents promote the three Smart 
Growth goals and, thus, the degree to which they are likely to allow or restrict achievement 
of those goals.  Policy documents that do not address the Smart Growth goals are assumed to 
have no influence on regulatory conditions and no points are awarded.  Policy documents 
that are supportive of Smart Growth goals are assumed to have only moderate positive affects 
on regulatory conditions due to the variety of other factors influencing regulatory approval.  
The opposite is true of policy documents that are unsupportive of Smart Growth goals.   
5.1 Criteria for Evaluation of Regulatory Documents 
Density and land use are typically addressed in zoning ordinances.  Relevant zoning 
ordinances were examined to determine whether project densities and land uses were 
permitted by right or exception.  It is not necessary to determine whether high densities are 
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permitted in relevant zoning districts since all projects achieved densities significantly higher 
than those of their census tracts.  Instead, the degree of difficulty in receiving approval of 
those densities is classified by whether the approved density is permissible by right or by 
special exception13.  While all projects were approved through a conditional zoning or 
permitting process, some projects utilized the densities or land uses permissible by right in 
their respective zoning districts.  Arlington Square, for example, was developed in 
accordance with the maximum density requirements of Arlington’s RA6-15 district.  
Cameron Station, on the other hand, will eventually achieve by special use permit a density 
that is approximately five times greater than that allowed by right in Alexandria’s CDD#9 
district.  As a result, the more permissive regulatory scheme in Arlington was rated higher 
than the more restrictive conditional scheme employed in Alexandria. 
Since traditional Euclidean zoning is predicated on the separation of land uses, any 
allowable mixing of uses is considered to be supportive of Smart Growth for the purposes of 
this study.  In order to evaluate the degree to which the zoning ordinances promote mixed 
land uses, each was scored based on the number of land use categories in Table 6 permitted 
by right and by exception14.  For example, the Loudoun County zoning ordinance allows uses 
in all five land use classes by right in its PDH-3 district (§4-100).  On the other hand, 
Arlington, VA allows uses in two land use classes by right and three by exception in its RA6-
15.  Restrictions on the relative proportion of uses were classified as permitted by right as 
long as some proportion of use is permitted by right.  For example, Loudoun County limits 
                                                          
13 Since all project densities were achieved, no jurisdiction could have regulations that prohibit development at 
those densities in the respective district. 
14 In the relevant districts, all of the five land use categories in Table 6 were permissible by condition at 
minimum.  
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retail and service uses to three-percent of the gross acreage of a project in the PDH-3 district; 
but as long as that condition is met, the uses are permitted by right and classified as such 
here.  Two points were awarded to an ordinance for each use permitted by right and 0.5, 0, or 
-0.5 points for those uses permitted conditionally  
Street design regulations are typically addressed in subdivision ordinances, which were 
evaluated based on the degree to which they promote street connectivity.  In some cases, 
where references to a street design manual or other supplemental document was made or 
where zoning ordinances addressed parcel access or connectivity, all relevant and available 
regulations and guidelines were evaluated collectively.  For example, Gaithersburg’s TND 
option for the MXD zoning district (§24-22.3) requires internal connectivity and Arlington’s 
subdivision ordinance (§23-6) requires external connections to existing and future adjacent 
subdivisions.  In cases where street connectivity is not addressed in regulatory documents, it 
is assumed that there is no regulatory restriction on street connectivity and that it is permitted 
by right. 
5.2 Criteria for Evaluation of Policy Documents 
Relevant comprehensive, land use, and small area plans were examined to determine 
whether density, mixing of land uses, and street connectivity are encouraged in local policy 
guiding development approvals by exception.  For the purposes of this study, the evaluation 
of policy documents only impacts the score of those regulations that were determined to be 
permitted by exception, since guiding policy would tend to influence legislative or quasi-
judicial permitting decisions but not administrative findings.  For example, a land use plan 
that encourages high density development around transit stops would not influence a 
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permitting decision if there are no provisions for high density in the relevant zoning 
regulation15. 
Policy documents were scored based on whether they encourage, discourage, or do not 
address the Smart Growth policies of increased density, land use mixing, and street 
connectivity.  For a Smart Growth policy that is permitted by exception in a jurisdiction’s 
development regulations: 
• points were awarded if the policy documents encourage the policy; 
• points were withheld if the policy documents do not address the policy; and 
• points were deducted if the policy documents discourage the policy. 
The number of points awarded or deducted based on policy evaluation varies with the 
indicator in the same manner as with the regulations (see Table 13).  Due to the variety of 
factors in addition to policy documents that might influence permission by exception, 
regulations subject to exceptions were worth no more than one half of the value assigned to 
regulations not subjected to exceptions. 
5.3 Development Regulation Evaluation Results 
All jurisdictions permit the density of the study projects either by right or exception in 
their relevant zoning districts.  Arlington, VA and Gaithersburg, MD both permit their 
respective TNDs to achieve their gross densities by right.  Loudoun Co., VA, Alexandria, 
VA, and Rockville, MD permit their respective TNDs to achieve their gross densities by 
special exception, and all three encourage density in their policy documents.  Therefore, the 
former two jurisdictions received the highest rating and were awarded ten points each.  The 
                                                          
15 A policy document that is supportive of Smart Growth may indeed increase the likelihood of getting 
legislative or quasi-judicial approval to rezone a parcel to a district that is more permissive of Smart Growth 
urban forms, but including the rezoning process is beyond the scope of this research, which only evaluates a 
project’s existing zoning designation, not all zoning districts in a jurisdiction.   
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latter three jurisdictions received the highest rating for conditional regulations and were 
awarded five points apiece.   
The density regulation evaluation scores appear to correlate somewhat with the density 
indicators at the infill sites, but not at the greenfield sites.  For the infill sites, Arlington’s 
codes scored higher than Alexandria’s and Arlington Square (adjusted) achieves significantly 
higher gross density and slightly higher residential density than Cameron Station (adjusted).  
The greenfield sites have nearly identical gross and residential densities.  Gaithersburg’s 
higher-rated density regulations do not appear to have affected the density at Kentlands 
compared to Belmont Greene and Kings Farm.   
The land use mix regulation evaluation scores also appear to correlate with the land use 
mix indicators only at the infill sites.  Cameron Station16 achieves significantly greater land 
use mix than Arlington Square (adjusted) and its land use mix regulations rate higher than 
those of Arlington.  The land use mix regulation evaluation score did not appear to influence 
the land use mix measured at the greenfield sites.  While Kentlands/Gaithersburg exhibited 
the best mix overall and the highest evaluation score, Belmont Green/Loudoun County 
exhibited the lowest of uses but tied for the highest evaluation score.  The land use mix 
regulations do not appear to have had a measurable affect on the observed land use mix. 
All jurisdictions were rated highly on internal connectivity regulations.  In Gaithersburg’s 
TND option (§24-160D.13), which is to be used as a guide for development in the MXD 
district, specific language was found directing streets design to be internal interconnected 
(§24-22.3).  The other four the regulations were silent on the matter, and were therefore 
assumed not to impede internal connectivity.  This assumption is supported by the high 
                                                          
16 No adjusted land use entropy indicators were possible for Cameron Station because the adjusted units figure, 
which enabled an adjusted density, was not categorized to distinguish between SFR from MFR units. 
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internal connectivity ratios that all developments in the study were able to achieve.  Land use 
regulations do not appear to restrict the design of internally connected street patterns. 
In the evaluation of regulatory barriers to external connectivity, only Loudoun County 
was found to have specific language limiting entries to developments.  This appears to have 
had a significant effect on the external connectivity of Belmont Greene, which was clearly 
the least externally connected project on both measures.  Belmont Greene’s policy 
documents, which influenced the score of its conditional treatment of external connectivity, 
are inconsistent.  They both promote and discourage external connectivity, which resulted in 
no score in the evaluation of that indicator.  Only Arlington County was found to have 
specific language requiring external connections to adjacent parcels, but that does not appear 
to have had an effect on its measured external connectivity compared with that of Cameron 
Station, the other infill project.  As expected, both infill projects have higher external 
connectivity than the greenfield projects.   
Overall, limits to external connectivity, where present, appear to be the most significant 
regulatory barrier to Smart Growth urban forms.  The general absence of these regulations, 
however, has enabled developments in jurisdictions without them to increase external 
connectivity significantly.  Additionally, the absence of internal connectivity limits generally 
appears to have enabled the projects to achieve significant increases in internal connectivity 
compared to the street networks in their vicinities.  The connection between regulations that 
limit density and land use mix and the observed conditions is less clear and cannot be 
established from this study. 
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6.  Conclusions 
The results of this study suggest that street connectivity regulations are a barrier to Smart 
Growth urban form.  The study has been unable to find a clear relationship between 
regulatory limits to density or land use mix and observable density or land use mix in the 
sites analyzed.  There are policy implications that accompany these findings, but the results 
must also be considered in light of the limitations of this study.  These limitations and 
challenges will be presented.  Then the potential policy implications of the findings will be 
explored. 
6.1 Limitations and Challenges 
There are several limitations inherent in this study that may limit the validity of the 
findings.  They include the sample size, the quality and availability of GIS data, the 
evaluation methodology selected, the complexity of the land use regulation process, and the 
exclusion of non-regulatory factors from the analysis.  Correcting for some of the limitations 
are unavoidable or beyond the scope of this project.  The limitations will be discussed to 
determine possible alternate courses of action to account for these limitations. 
The sheer complexity of the regulatory environment of land use planning makes this type 
of analysis difficult.  There are many factors that could not be controlled for analytically that 
greatly influence the ability to develop Smart Growth projects.  These factors include: 
• a jurisdiction’s political climate, which influences the likelihood of obtaining a 
rezoning from a more restrictive zoning district to a more permissive one;  
• the availability and cost of project sites in the most Smart Growth-friendly 
districts and their relation to the rezoning process;  
• neighborhood characteristics and the likelihood of citizen opposition to the 
project in a conditional approval situation; and  
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• differences in governmental and regulatory structure, administrative processes, 
and legal authorities across jurisdictions.  
Coping with these factors has proven challenging and must be considered when evaluating 
the findings of this research. 
The evaluation criteria employed by this study are very basic.  The regulations are only 
evaluated as they directly relate to the Smart Growth indicators.  This simplicity greatly 
increases the feasibility of performing the evaluation but ignores the above factors and limits 
the variation in regulatory evaluations, contributing to similar scores for differing regulatory 
schemes.  Controlling for other factors may have resulted more differentiated ratings. 
In order to limit the scope of the study to a manageable level, only a project’s current 
zoning district regulations were evaluated.  This ignores any rezoning procedures projects 
may have had to endure to receive development approval and more flexible development 
regulations in other districts in the jurisdiction that may not have been available to the 
developer for a variety of reasons. An alternate research method might have been to evaluate 
and compare only the regulations for the district in each jurisdiction that is most Smart 
Growth-friendly.  This method might have enabled the evaluation and comparison of other 
metro area jurisdictions without TNDs as a control group, but also might ignore market 
forces that direct New Urbanism to certain desirable locations in the metro area. 
By opting to evaluate the effect of land use regulations on completed TNDs only, the 
study has focused only on jurisdictions with land use regulations flexible enough to enable 
approval of these projects.  If land use regulations truly are barriers to Smart Growth and 
New Urbanism, then the conditions under which they have been prohibited should be 
evaluated.  Unfortunately, administering a survey to collect this data is well beyond the scope 
of this study.  
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While the small sample size kept the scope of this project manageable, it also reduced the 
ability to generalize the findings of this study.   The high attrition rate among TNDs, as 
highlighted in Appendix 1, could perhaps have been mitigated somewhat had additional 
resources been available for the study.  Nevertheless, there are still relatively few NUDs to 
research in the study area and few clusters of completed NUDs across the nation with which 
to augment this analysis.  The large number of NUDs currently under construction means 
that there will be more opportunity to conduct similar studies in the future.   
Many data problems accompany conducting a multi-jurisdictional study, particularly with 
parcel-level detail and a small sample size.  The accuracy, comprehensiveness, and types of 
data jurisdictions collect vary widely, thereby threatening the validity of the findings.  Many 
projects could not be considered because of the lack of data.  The District of Columbia, for 
example, does not collect parcel boundary data, making analysis of the jurisdiction 
problematic.  Many jurisdictions provide data fields that contain no data, as is often the case 
of number of dwelling units on a parcel, making accurate density and land use mix 
calculations difficult.  Within a jurisdiction, data are often conflicting, threatening the 
accuracy of the indicators.  These data quality issues cannot be accounted for statistically 
when employing a small sample size.  Additionally, data collection is time consuming and 
can be stressful when staff are unpleasant or unhelpful.  Many jurisdictions provide GIS data 
free of charge, while others will waive fees for educational purposes. Some jurisdictions 
some charge all users17, and many datasets are prohibitively expensive.   
                                                          
17 Special thanks to the UNC-CH Library for purchasing several datasets for this research. 
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6.2 Policy Implications 
Despite the limitations facing the study and the inconclusive findings related to density 
and land use mix, if there is one main implication that can be gleaned from this research, it is 
that street connectivity appears to be highly sensitive to regulation.  Among New Urbanist 
developments, which are known to promote connectivity, external street connectivity is 
significantly reduced where street connectivity limitations exist.  Where street connectivity 
limitations are absent, New Urbanist developers have been successful at providing an 
interconnected street network. 
While limits to external connectivity have been found here to be barriers to Smart 
Growth, the good news is that they are less prevalent than limits to density and land use mix.  
This presents a great opportunity for Smart Growth.  It could be argued that a well-connected 
street network is more able to support walkability in low-density, segregated-use 
neighborhoods than is a poorly connected street network in high-density, mixed-use 
neighborhoods since segregated uses that are proximate can be accessed easily. 
Moreover, when considering urban form over time, it is important to recognize that 
different elements of the landscape operate on different time scales.  “The path of the street is 
the most persistent of human spatial demarcations, and its ability to endure for millennia 
places it in a different temporal order from the physical structures of the city” (Scheer, 2001).  
Once the road network is established and parcels are oriented to it, it is far easier and cheaper 
to increase densities and adapt or rebuild structures for alternate uses than to alter the 
underlying street and property boundaries.  In other words, Smart Growth and New 
Urbanism are far more relevant in the realm of urban redevelopment when accompanied by 
an existing interconnected road network. 
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A final insight from this study is a clear need for accurate and current GIS data and 
interjurisdictional data collection standards.  In order to perform a more complete and 
thorough analysis of the impact of development regulations on Smart Growth and urban 
form, a much larger sample is required.  However, the inaccuracies and inconsistencies 
among jurisdictions preclude manual data adjustment on a large scale.  Three-dimensional 
data is difficult to attain, perhaps because planners tend to think primarily in two dimensions.  
Accurate structure square footage figures and number of building stories should be more 
aggressively collected and maintained.  Land use data for multi-use parcels and buildings are 
particularly absent as tax collectors tend to classify all such cases as commercial uses and 
planners tend to aggregate them to a mixed-use category.  As the Smart Growth message has 
spread, “mixed-use” has become a ubiquitous buzzword in land use and transportation 
planning documents.  Accompanying this push for mixed uses should be a push for accurate 
mixed-use data collection to aid in the evaluation of Smart Growth efforts. 
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Appendix 1.  Development Selection Process Findings 
District of Columbia 
Capitol Gateway, Washington – Area redevelopment plan 
Columbia Heights, Washington – Area redevelopment plan 
The Corner at Eastern Market, Washington – Single block redevelopment 
Henson Ridge, Washington – Hope VI project 
Parkside, Washington – Hope VI project 
Townhomes on Capitol Hill, Washington – Hope VI project 
Walter E. Washington Estates, Washington – Gated townhouse community 
Wheeler Creek, Washington – Hope VI project 
  
Maryland 
Bethesda Row, Bethesda – No residential component 
Clarksburg Town Center, Clarksburg – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Downtown Silver Spring, Silver Spring – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Fallsgrove Village Center, Rockville – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Grosvenor Village, Bethesda – No site plan available 
Kentlands, Gaithersburg – Included in study 
King Farm, Rockville – Included in study 
Lakelands, Gaithersburg – Excluded from study because adjacent to Kentlands (above) 
Maple Lawn, Fulton – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Parklands, Gaithersburg – Not completed or no data 
Rockville Town Square, Rockville – Area redevelopment plan 
Twinbrook Community, Rockville – Not complete or no data 
  
Virginia 
Avalon at Arlington Square, Arlington – Included in study 
Belmont Bay, Woodbridge – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Belmont Greene, Ashburn – Included in study 
Boulder, Boulder – Not completed or no data 
Cameron Station, Alexandria – Included in study 
Carlyle, Arlington – Area redevelopment plan (part of Eisenhower East below) 
Clarendon Center, Arlington – Single building redevelopment 
Columbia Pike, Arlington – Area redevelopment plan 
Eisenhower East, Alexandria – Area redevelopment plan 
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Evans Farm, McLean – Incomplete GIS data 
Lorton Town Center, Lorton – No site plan available 
Newfair, Fairfax Co. – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Pentagon Row, Arlington – Incomplete GIS data 
Prince William County Center, Woodbridge – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Reston Town Center, Reston – No residential component 
Shirlington Village, Arlington – Not completed or incomplete GIS data 
Southbridge at Cherry Hill, Prince William Co. – No site plan available 
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Appendix 2.  Sample Land Use Mix Analysis Map 
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´
Legend
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Appendix 3.  Sample Internal Connectivity Analysis Maps 
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´
Legend
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Intersections
Roads
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´
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Appendix 4.  Sample External Connectivity Analysis Map 
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